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“Chapman, Glenn” <gpollen@cs.sfu.ca>, “Bolouri, Hamid” <hbolouri@berk.ac.uk>,
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Dear Reiner,

On behalf of the conference committee, I would like to express our appreciation to you for taking the time to prepare and deliver an invited presentation at the 1997 IEEE International Conference on Innovative Systems in Silicon (ISIS 97). Your talk on reconfigurable systems was very well received, and served to illustrate the attendence into a different way of thinking.

ISIS 98 program chairs Hamid Bolouri and P.K. Vasudev are already working on next year’s conference, and plan to issue a call for papers in the near future. We hope that you and your European colleagues at will continue to participate in the conference, and look forward to your contributions to ISIS 98.

With best professional regards,

Larry LaForge
ISIS 97 Program Chair

To whom it may concern:

This is to state that the paper entitled:

“A High Performance Machine Paradigm Based on Auto-Sequencing Data Memory”

and coauthored by:


received a special honorary mention at the HICSS-24 conference held in the Sherritt Pot Roy Bench Hotel, Kauai, Hawaii, January 8 to 12, 1991. The HICSS conference is one of the world’s leading conferences in its field, and it has been designed as a forum for leading researchers from the U.S.A., Canada, Japan, Pacific Rim, Australia, and Europe (northern rims of Europe and closer to Hawaii than New York City) to get together on a yearly basis.

Sincerely,

V. Musilovitch

Veiko Musilovitch
Coordinator of the Architecture Track
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